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(Second paragraph of chapter 69, Resolves of 1950.)

Resolve authorizing and directing the Registrar of Motor
Vehicles to make a Study and Investigation relative to
the Enforceability of the Provisions of Law restricting

the Weights and Dimensions of Vehicles upon Public Ways
AND REPORT THEREON WITH HIS RECOMMENDATIONS.

Resolved, That the registrar of motor vehicles is hereby authorized
and directed, except as to such matters as are contained in paragraph
one, to make a study and investigation relative to the enforceability
of the provisions of law restricting the weights and dimensions of
vehicles upon public ways. The registrar in the course of his investi-
gation and study hereunder shall consider particularly the advisability
of providing scales for the weighing of vehicles suspected of violating
the provisions of section thirty of chapter eighty-five of the General
Laws, of locating such scales on or near heavily traveled routes, and of
assigning inspectors thereto. He shall report to the general court
the result of his study and investigation, and his recommendations,
together with drafts of legislation necessary to carry his recommenda-
tions into effect, by filing the same with the clerk of the senate on or
before the first Wednesday in December in the current year.

Approved August 16, 1960.
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REPORT OF THE REGISTRAR OF MOTOR VEHI
CLES RELATIVE TO THE ENFORCEABILITY
OF THE PROVISIONS OF LAW RESTRICTING
THE WEIGHTS AND DIMENSIONS OF VEHI
CLES UPON PUBLIC WAYS.

February, 1961

To the General Court of Massachusetts
Paragraph two of chapter 69 of the Resolves of 1950

directs the Registrar of Motor Vehicles to make a study
of the enforceability of the provisions of law restricting
the weights and dimensions of vehicles upon public
ways and thereafter to report to the General Court the
result of that study with recommendations and drafts of
necessary legislation.

This is a second preliminary and partial report to
follow the first one which was filed with the Clerk of the
Senate on December 5, 1950. This second report deals
almost entirely with the enforceability of the provisions
of law relating to the weights of trailers, but also includes
a recommendation in respect to the method of deter-
mining the registered weight of any vehicle.

It is my intention to file the final report of my 'study
made under the resolve at as early a date as possible.
That final report will deal with the authorizing of en-
forcement officers to actually weigh trucks and trailers.
It will also include recommendations relative to equip-
ment and personnel necessary for enforcement.

Cbe Commontocaltft of o@assac6«setts
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In my first preliminary report of December, 1950, I
requested an extension of the period within which the
General Court would accept my final report. It is hoped
that any such extension which may be granted will be
for a period sufficient to permit me to observe road
enforcement in a few northeastern States before making
recommendations in respect to the kind and number of
scales which would be advisable for the start of a weight
enforcement program in this Commonwealth.

Recommendations.

Trailers.
4. 1 The definition of “trailer” is in need of revision.

The present definition is inadequate in respect to certain
vehicles of this type which do not carry things to be
unloaded at the destination of the vehicle, and varying
opinions are held as to whether or not they are trailers
as defined. The definition should be as specific as possible
for, on the answer to the question “Is this a trailer?”
there hinges not only the determination of whether or
not registration and insurance are required under chap-
ter 90, but also whether or not the vehicle is subject to
weight limits specified for trailers. It is my opinion, and
that of my staff, that all vehicles or objects on wheels
drawn behind a motor vehicle, except those specifically
exempted in the present definition, should be classed as
trailers. Changes in sections 19 and 33 are proposed
in the next two recommendations to accord with this
suggested change. (See Appendix F for the proposed
definition of a trailer.)

5. The weight provisions for trailers, beginning with
the third sentence of section 19 of chapter 90, are unen-
forceable because they are expressed in terms of capacity

•See Senate, No. 476 for recommendations 1, 2 and
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of the trailer (often indeterminate) instead of gross weight
of vehicle and load, which latter necessarily must be the
basis for any road enforcement. You cannot weigh ca-
pacity. Neither are capacity ratings consistent with the
gross weight limitations imposed on other vehicles nor do
they limit gross weight. Changes are therefore proposed
in section 19, establishing gross weight limits comparable
with the capacity limits which they are intended to re-
place. (See Appendix G.)

House trailers and objects (like machinery) on wheels
are being drawn, perhaps illegally but without molesta-
tion, under the present provisions of sections 1 and 19 of
chapter 90. Such operation would be illegal without
question under the proposed change in the definition of a
trailer. Hence a provision is necessary to exempt such
vehicles from the present limit of 1,000 pounds’ capacity
or the proposed limit of 3,000 pounds’ gross weight if
such operation is to be continued. The gross weight of
such vehicles without a permit would then be limited in
fact to 15 tons under section 30 of chapter 85, which is the
same limit to which they are now held by the “tailored to
fit” opinions under which the house trailer is supposed
to have no capacity and the portable compressor is sup-
posed to be a piece of machinery on wheels, not a trailer.
(See Appendix G for exceptions for house and machinery
trailers.)

Permits to exceed statutory weight limits are authorized
now for all types of vehicles except common trailers.
This exception makes it impossible to handle certain
necessary types of transportation legally. Some heavy
single units of cargo are too large to be transported on
single vehicles and hence a trailer which could not prop-
erly be classed as a pole dolly is necessary to support
part of the weight and render the load manageable.
Such loads must be transported at times. It should be
possible to do so legally. Therefore it is proposed that
the Department of Public Works, and only that depart-
ment, be authorized to grant permits for such transporta-
tion. Since the proposed change would make it possible
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for that department to issue a permit for any trailer, it
would no longer be necessary to make special provision
for permits for horse trailers and reference to such special
vehicles is therefore omitted from the proposed section 19.
(See Appendix G.)

The common practice, in handling loads referred to in
the preceding paragraph, is to carry such a load on a
semi-trailer unit and a trailer. Since the semi-trailer of a
semi-trailer unit is also a trailer it is proposed that such
operation to draw more than one trailer be authorized
but only under permit from the Department of Public
Works. (See Appendix G.)

The words “and section nine” in the third sentence of
section 19 are meaningless and have therefore been
omitted. (See Appendix G.)

6. Under the preceding recommendation (5) 1 have
shown that the enforceability of trailer weight provisions
necessitates limiting such vehicles on the basis of gross
weight and not capacity. Changes in section 19 to ac-
complish this purpose necessitate changes in subdivisions
(1) to (6), inclusive, of section 33 to provide for the col-
lection of fees for the registration of all vehicles involved
on a gross weight basis. (See Appendix H.)

Section 33 was changed, effective January 1, 1926, to
provide fees for commercial vehicles at the rate of so many
cents per one hundred pounds. On the same date a regu-
lation, the legality of which may be questioned, was made
by the Department of Public Works and provided for
registration by increments of one thousand pounds of
weight. In all changes in these regulations down to the
present time registration by increments of 1,000 pounds
has continued without question, but I believe that this
method of registration should now be provided for by
statute. Therefore I recommend that registration fees of
$1.50, $2.50 and $5 per 1,000 pounds of weight, respec-
tively, be substituted for the present fees of 15, 25 and
50 cents per 100 pounds. (Practically all such fees would
be at the rate of $1.50 per 1,000 pounds.) The rate per
1,000 pounds is the same in either case, but the Registry
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procedure is much simpler, more practical and more
economical. This change is provided in Appendix H.

The only maximum commercial vehicle registration
fees are provided for the tractor part of a semi-trailer unit
and appear in subdivision (2) of section 33. They are
higher than those computed for such a vehicle, having a
gross weight equal to the statutory maximum limitation.
It is therefore inferred that the Legislature meant that
the registration fee should take into account any weight
under a permit in excess of the statutory limit. There-
fore the expression “maximum load to be carried” has
been substituted for “carrying capacity of” in changing
the fee provisions of subdivisions (1) to (6) from capacity
to gross weight. (See Appendix H.)

If my other recommendations are found acceptable,
subdivision (5) of section 33 will require a change to bring
it in line with the gross weight method of assessing fees
for the registration of certain trailers. 1 believe that the
fee for the registration of all trailers should be based uni-
formly upon their gross weight, including load. (See
subdivision (5) in Appendix H.)

The authority given the Registrar, in section 33, to
make rules for determining the registration weight of a
commercial vehicle, probably limits him to separate deter-
minations of the weight of the vehicle and its maximum
carrying capacity. The expression “carrying capacity,”
as explained earlier in this report, has no definite meaning,
and hence is no more suitable for registration purposes
than it is for enforcement purposes. The Registrar should
be permitted to determine gross weight for registration
purposes by the best means available. Certification of
safe gross weights by the manufacturer of the vehicle is
one such means, and there are others which are superior
to that now required. 1 therefore submit, in place of the
last sentence in subdivision (6) of section 33, a new sen-
tence to give him that authority. (See Appendix H.)

Respectfully submitted

RUDOLPH F. KING,
Registrar of Motor Vehicle
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In the Year One Thousand Nine Hundred and Fifty-One.

Re it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives
in General Court assembled, and by the authority of the
same, as follows:

1 Section one of chapter ninety of the General Laws,
2 as amended, is hereby further amended by striking
3 out, in the first sentence of the definition of “Trailer”,

4 the words: “a vehicle used for carrying passengers
5 or personal property”, and inserting in place thereof
6 the words: any vehicle or object on wheels, so
7 that said definition reads as follows: “Trailer”,
8 any vehicle or object on wheels and having no motive
9 power of its own, but which is drawn by, or used in

10 combination with, a motor vehicle. It shall not
11 include a pole dolly, or pole dickey, so called, nor a

12 pair of wheels commonly used as an implement for
13 other purposes than transportation, nor farm ma-
ll chinery or implements when used in connection with
15 the operation of a farm or estate

An Act changing the definition of a trailer.

PROPOSED LEGISLATION

Appendix F.

Clie Commontoealtl) of B©agoac&usetto
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In the Year One Thousand Nine Hundred and Fifty One.

An Act to limit certain trailer weights by gross

WEIGHT IN PLACE OF CARRYING CAPACITY, TO AU-
THORIZE THE DRAWING OF CERTAIN TRAILERS UNDER

PERMIT AND TO ESTABLIS; H THE STATUS OF CERTAIN

APPARATUS ON WHEEL!

and House of Representatives
and by the authority of the

Be it enacted by the Senate
in General Court assembled,
same , as follows:

1 Section nineteen of chapter ninety of. the General
2 Laws, as amended, is hereby further amended by
3 striking out all of said section from and including the
4 third sentence to the end of said section, and inserting
5 in place thereof the following: Except as provided
6 in this section, no trailer which with its load weighs
7 more than three thousand pounds, other than a semi-
8 trailer, or a heavy duty platform trailer, or a house
9 trailer, or a trailer which is an apparatus or other

10 object on wheels not used to transport other things
11 for delivery, shall be operated or drawn on any way

12 without a permit so to operate from the department
13 of public works. A trailer which with its load weighs
14 not more than four thousand pounds may be operated
15 or drawn upon any way, if such trailer is used ex-

Appendix G.
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16 clusively for agricultural purposes, but this provision
17 shall not prevent any trailer, if used exclusively for
18 such purposes, from being operated without registra-

-19 tion upon any way in the manner provided in section
20 nine. A trailer which with its load weighs more than
21 three thousand pounds may be operated or drawn
22 upon any way for a distance not exceeding three
23 hundred yards, if such trailer is used for industrial
24 purposes other than agricultural purposes, for the
25 purpose of going from property owned or occupied
26 by the owner of such trailer to other property so
27 owned or occupied. No motor vehicle shall be operated
28 on any way to draw more than one trailer or other
29 vehicle without a permit so to operate from the
30 department of public works.
31 Notwithstanding any of the foregoing provisions
32 trailers which with their loads weigh not more thar
33 five thousand pounds, snd heavy duty single-dec!

loads weigh not more than34 trailers which with their
35 eight thousand pounds
36 transportation of tobac
37 growing and producing

used exclusively for the
:o in connection with the
thereof, may be registered

38 and thereafter operated or drawn upon any way for
39 distance not exceeding five miles.
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In the Year One Thousand Nine Hundred and Fifty-One

An Act to provide for the collection of registration

FEES FOR CERTAIN MOTOR VEHICLES AND TRAILERS ON

THE BASIS OF GROSS WEIGHT

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives
in General Court assembled , and by the authority of the
same, asfolloivs:

1 Section thirty-three of chapter ninety of the General
2 Laws, as amended, is hereby further amended by
3 striking out subdivisions (1) to (6), inclusive, and
4 inserting in place thereof the following: (1) For
5 the registration of every non-gasoline driven auto-
-6 mobile used for the transportation of goods, wares or
7 merchandise except an electric motor truck or an
8 electric commercial automobile, five dollars, or, in the
9 case of an electric motor truck or an electric com-

-10 mercial automobile so used, two dollars and fifty
11 cents, and of every gasoline driven automobile so
12 used, one dollar and fifty cents, for every one thousand
13 pounds or fraction thereof of the gross weight of such
14 vehicle plus the maximum load to be carried thereon,
15 but in no event less than twenty dollars in the case
16 of a non-gasoline driven automobile so used or six
17 dollars in the case of a gasoline driven automobile

Che Commontoealtb of Massachusetts
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18 so used; provided, that for the registration of every
19 automobile of the semi-passenger type which, plus
20 the maximum load to be carried, weighs not more
21 than five thousand pounds and which is used for the
22 transportation of tools, utensils, goods, wares or
23 merchandise, the fee shall be fifteen dollars when non-
-24 gasoline driven and four dollars and fifty cents when
25 gasoline driven. (2) For the registration of every
26 non-gasoline driven tractor which is a part of a semi-
-27 trailer unit used for the transportation of property,
28 five dollars for every one thousand pounds or fraction
29 thereof of the weight of the tractor and of the weight
30 of the heaviest semi-trailer with which such tractor
31 is combined and operated, plus the maximum load
32 to be carried by such semi-trailer, and for the regis-
-33 tration of every gasoline driven tractor which is a
34 part of a semi-trailer unit so used, one dollar and
35 fifty cents for every one thousand pounds or fraction
36 thereof of the weight of such tractor and of the weight
37 of the heaviest semi-trailer with which such tractor
38 is combined and operated, plus the maximum load
39 to be carried by such semi-trailer, but in no event
40 less than forty dollars nor more than three hundred
41 dollars in the case of a non-gasoline driven tractor
42 which is part of a semi-trailer unit, or less than twelve
43 dollars nor more than ninety dollars if gasoline driven.
44 (3) For the registration of every semi-trailer drawn
45 by a tractor registered under subdivision (2), one
46 dollar. (4) For the registration of every heavy duty
47 platform trailer, one dollar and fifty cents for every
48 one thousand pounds or fraction thereof of the weight-
-49 of such vehicle plus the maximum load to be carried,
50 but in no event less than fifteen dollars. (5) For
51 the registration of every trailer for which a fee is not
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52 otherwise provided in this section, one dollar and fifty
53 cents for every one thousand pounds or fraction
54 thereof of the weight of such trailer and the maximum
55 load to be carried thereon. (6) For the registration
56 of every non-gasoline driven tractor not a part of a
57 semi-trailer unit, five dollars for every one thousand
58 pounds or fraction thereof of the weight of the tractor
59 and its equipment, but in no event less than ten
60 dollars, and for the registration of every gasoline
61 driven tractor not a part of a semi-trailer unit, one
62 dollar and fifty cents for every one thousand pounds
63 or fraction thereof of the weight of the tractor and
64 its equipment, but in no event less than six dollars;
65 except that the fee to be collected for the registration
66 of a farm tractor not a part of a semi-trailer unit
67 shall be two dollars if the tractor is used exclusively
68 for agricultural purposes. The provisions of this
69 paragraph shall not apply to any vehicle the fee for
70 the registration of which is provided for in the second
71 preceding paragraph. The aforesaid wr eight shall
72 mean the weight of such vehicle when fully equipped
73 for the road. The registrar of motor vehicles may
74 establish rules for determining the gross weight,
75 including load, for which any vehicle shall be registered
76 under this paragraph.




